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Degrees System 

The Degrees system from IDigBest is compatible with all Brands of Dig indicate systems with 
or without GPS, on the market today.  The Degrees system will steer your bucket on your 
desired grade with the flip of a switch.  The system will work seamlessly with the information 
from your existing system.  


Parts List 
(1) Wiring Harness


(1) Dual Axis Triple Gyro Bucket Sensor with 
mounting bracket


(1)  Dipper Stick Sensor


(1) 6 Meter Sensor Cable


(1)  Midac+ Computer


(1)  3” Can-View Touch Screen 


(1)   Ram Mount Kit
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(1)  Thumb Activation Switch


(1)  IDigBest Valve Kit  ( Pilot Manifold, Flex Valve with Solenoid)


******* OPTIONAL HYDRAULIC QUICK ATTACH KIT*** ( 5 Hoses and Quick Attach Fittings)


INSTALLATION

The installation of the Degrees system is broken down into (2) sections. Wiring and Hydraulic.


Basic Wiring Diagram # 1.


Tips: Starting in the compartment directly behind the operators seat, locate a suitable path 
(generally in the space between the cab floor and the underneath protective panels)  to run the 
3 cables  labeled as ( Can-View 3, System Power and Sensor Power) to daylight  into the cab 
to the right of the operators right foot.  Ensure the cables are long enough to reach near the 
manufactures gauges and joystick on the right side of cab.  
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Tips: In that same compartment, attach the Midac+ computer to the Midac+ connector and 
secure with zip ties to sold (dry) location.  If possible, roll and secure the cable labeled I-View 
with the Midac+.  The cables labeled GPS and Chassis Sensor can also be rolled and secured.  
Run the power supply cable to your desired power source, 24v or 12v and cut to length.  


Tips: The cable labeled Laser with the short pigtail labeled LED, must be run out of the 
compartment to the boom.  Loosely drape cable along boom until bucket and dipper stick 
sensors are secured.  Leave enough slack for the full motion of the boom at the main pins, run 
the cable along the top of boom, using machines hydraulic lines as protection and securing 
points for the cable.  When crossing from main boom to dipper stick, run cable with some 
slack on the inside of the hydraulic line springs to the dipper. 


Evaluate full range of motion of the bucket ( dump and curl).  Determine safest placement of 
the bucket sensor then weld bracket into place. Best location if applicable is inside the coupler, 
if machine is not equipped with coupler, locate sturdy area on bucket and additional shields 
may need to be fabricated.  Once bucket sensor is mounted  run the 6 mater cable wire along 
hydraulic lines to the dipper stick sensor.  Hint: locate dipper stick sensor as high on dipper 
stick as cable from bucket sensor allows and try to position so that it is protected by hydraulic 
lines or auxiliary hydraulic blocks.  See above diagram.  Now work back to cab securing all 
cables with zip ties.


Run the cables labeled Curl, Dump and Float from the compartment to the center of the 
machine for connecting to the valves. ( If your machine is equipped with tilt option, also run 
cable labeled tiltL and tiltR to the same location, if not using tilt option, roll and secure in 
compartment along side all other unused cables).


HYDRAULIC INSTALLATION


Basic Hydraulic Diagram ( Flex and Pilot Valves)


FLEX:
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Pilot Manifold Hydraulic Connections
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CALIBRATION/OPERATION


Start Screen


	Company contact information


	Software Version


** Must Touch Screen to Start System - Built in 
Safety Measure***
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Homepage


Touch top left icon for MENU to appear.  When 
Menu appears (ref 8-A) hold for 3 seconds to 
turn on hydraulics and engage thumb switch.


MEMO = Memory  Carouseling function 


DOT will flash when hydraulics are engaged.


D2 = Dig Memory Angles (ref 13-A).


TO = Tilt Memory Angles (ref 13-A).


Tilt Display = Arrow up/down to activate tilt 
function.


Bucket Display


Speaker = will sound when entering correct angle attitude.
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MENU Screen


Set Bucket Level Angle = Align bucket # 1-10 to level 
earth (ref 9-A).


Brightness = Control screen brightness level (ref 10-
A).


Screen Settings = 3 settings options -Degree angle 
or % angle or Slope angle (ref11-A).


Settings = Set hydraulic valve *** Entry Code 7867 
*****


(ref 12-A)


Machine Type = Backhoe/ Excavator or balance for 
any X,Y function, i.e. leveling platform, level drilling 
or leveling agricultural equipment (ref 18-A). 
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Align Bucket angle to level earth.


Select bucket #.


Zero button to adjust cut angle.  Hold button for 2 
seconds.  This will calibrate new zero/level to earth 
cutting angle.


Actual Dynamic Angle.


** Must align bucket, same principle as aligning car 
tires to track straight.  If bucket is steering upward or 
downward, adjust with zero button.**


Method of Adjustment:


-Dig a pass with system engaged 3+ inches deep.


-Check pass with level.


-Set bucket down in the ground a couple inches deep.


-Engage hydraulics to find level angle.


-Pull bucket 6”- stop hydraulics- correct angle by 
looking at dynamic angle…Correct no more than 1% 
( opposite of cutting error).


-Watch dynamic number to avoid overcorrection.


-Once dynamic number is established - hold zero 
button to save number- activate hydraulics- pull level pass.    If not level- readjust bucket 
and repeat. 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Adjust screen brightness from 1 ( low) to 10 (high). 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Select Language - English only in current version

Flex - turns Flex (Boom Control valve) ON/OFF.  Can be done on 
the homepage; will be deleted from this screen on future software 
upgrades.

Select unit of measurement -Degree Angle - % Angle or Slope 
Angle.

Second screen shows % selected.

Once inputs are entered, press confirm

Unit of measurement is %.  Angle of slope is selected when 
calibrated with laser digging angles.

Slope is selected. 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PASSWORD is 7867
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Auxiliary Proportionate Valve
-To dump bucket at 20% speed to work with the operators 
control and “feel”.

-This page is to adjust bucket speed due to multiple oil 
temperatures.
-Values from 0 to 10000.
-
-Hold arrow to increase/decrease in increments of 100.
-Tap arrow to increase/decrease in increments of 10 

Line 1 Dump / Down: This is the value for normal 
operation or thermostat in Center position.
-Start value at approximately 5000 with machine running- 
lift bucket off the ground high enough for safe rotation.  By 
pressing Value bucket will dump at value speed.

Line 4 Curl / Up: Set value to curl bucket- Adjust value 
until the speed is the same as Dump.  Adjust hot and cold 
value accordingly.  Hot oil = higher value and cold oil = 
lower value. 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Check boxes to select valve condition.

If using Auxiliary Prop - proportionately, which was 
adjusted on temperature page - Aux Prop MUST be 
checked.
** System works without auxiliary valve as well.**

Flip Tool- When using flip, this will make to bucket 
hunt endlessly for exact grade.

Stop Tool - When using stop, bucket will stop at 
desired angle.  Adjust the
deadband accordingly for stop headband area. 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Function of Stop is to stop bucket in headband area, to 
keep the operator within specs.  Stop can be used as a 
stand alone function.

Flip - is to adjust bucket angle in either direction, 
dynamically to desired angle.  Ex. If holding bucket in air, 
balancing a glass of water, as operator moves dipper stick, 
bucket will hunt desired angle.

Stop + Flip Machine will find correct angle in either 
direction and stop will hold bucket from moving back and 
forth at desired deadband.

Aux Prop with Stop/Flip or both- Once hydraulics engaged, 
system will automatically go to desired angle and hold.

Valve always has ability to follow operators speed to adjust 
response to run the machine.
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Tilt Adjustment page.
Functional values between 0 and 10,000.
10,000 is for Bang-Bang or ON / OFF only.
Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) valve- Set desired valve output to match machine voltage.  Ex. 
12 v or 24v machine PWM. 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Machine Type = Backhoe/ Excavator or 
balance for any X,Y function, i.e. leveling 
platform, level drilling or leveling 
agricultural equipment.  
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Memories Program
D = Dig angle - 0 is level
T = Tilt angle - 0 is level
Hold between both Icons for 4 seconds and screen 
will switch to settings page.

To Set memory angles
Turn bucket to approximate angle and push memory 
1,2 or 3.  Angle will show and then arrow up/down to 
fine tune
Each memory counts as 2 memories because it will 
with to its inverse angle if needed.
\ slash indicates direction bucket memory is saved.  
Press to inverse angle.
Small symbol in corner of Curl/Tilt box indicate made.  
%, Degree or Slope. 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Carouselling Memory
Press MEMO to turn on carousel memory. Dot will light.
Hold to change Carousel order.

X on screen indicates memory not in use.  Can hold up to 4 
selected memories.

Method
When carousel in use, when operator engages hydraulics,  bucket 
goes to first memory angle.  When hydraulics released and re-
engaged, the second memory is initiated, same for all 4 positions. 
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